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FLAT LEAFLETS
A6 
Finished size: Portrait 105x148mm
                       Landscape 148x105mm

A5
Finished size: Portrait 148x210mm
                       Landscape 210x148mm

A4
Finished size: Portrait 210x297mm
                       Landscape 297x210mm

DL
Finished size: Portrait 99x210mm
                       Landscape 210x99mm

A5/A6 POSTCARDS
A6 finished size: Portrait 105x148mm
                           Landscape 148x105mm
A5 finished size: Portrait 148x210mm
                           Landscape 210x148mm

FOLDED LEAFLETS/MENUS
A5 → A6
Flat size 210x148mm, Folded 105x148mm half fold - 4 sides

A5 → 6 Page
Flat size 444x148mm, Folded 148x210mm roll or zed fold - 
6 sides

A4 → A5
Flat sise 297x210mm, Folded 148x210mm half fold - 4 sides

A4 → DL
Flat size 297x210mm, Folded 99x210mm roll or zed fold - 
6 sides

2/3 A4 → DL
Flat size 198x210mm, Folded 99x210mm half fold - 4 sides

A3 → A4
Flat size 420x297mm, Folded 210x297mm half fold - 4 sides

A3 → TWICE FOLDED

Flat size 420x297mm, Folded  140x297mm roll or zed fold - 
6 sides

A3 PLACEMATS
Flat size 420x297mm
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BROCHURES/ORDERS OF 
SERVICE

A5
Portrait size 148x210mm, available in different 
page format: 8pp.,12pp., 16pp., 20pp., 24pp. 
and 28pp.
e.g. 8 page brochure refers to 8 printed pages 
inclusive of cover (4xA5 folded in half).

A4
Portrait size 210x297mm, available in different 
page format: 8pp.,12pp., 16pp., 20pp., 24pp. 
and 28pp.
e.g. 8 page brochure refers to 8 printed pages 
inclusive of cover (4xA4 folded in half).

Single or duplex print is available on all our 
leaflets, and if you require a different fold from 
the one specified please choose from the table 
below.
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HOW DO WE PRINT ANY 
OF YOUR WORK?
In the table below, you can find out exactly how 
we print any artwork:

•	  We require 3mm bleed around any design, as 
this area is where the background colour and/
or the graphic cover the whole printing area 
to the edge of the leaflet.

•	The bleed area sits on the outside of what we 
call the trim line, this is where the final cut 
of your leaflet will take place. As a result, we 
apply the bleed all around the page to make 
sure the background comes up to the cutting 
edge avoiding the not-so-pretty white border.

•	Finally, the safe area is the inner part of the 
leaflet, where any text and/or graphicis safe 
from trimming. Therefore, all the relevant 
information should be placed in there within 
the dashed line.


